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Abstract

Alocal.variable-size memory policy called the variable-interval sampled
working set (VSWS) policy is described. The results of trace-driven simulation ex
periments reported here show that VSWS has a static performance comparable
to those of the working set (WS) and sampled working set (SWS) policies a
yn/^vPe?°rmance better than those of WS- S^S. and the page fault frequency (PFF) policy, and similar to that of the damped working set (DWS) policy.

Furthermore VSWS generally causes substantially less process suspensions than
&WS. and is less expensive to implement than WS or DWS. since it requires the
same hardware support as SWS and PFF. The sampling overhead ofVSWS is com
parable to that of SWS and lower than that of PFF.
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1. Introduction

Among the realizable policies proposed for the management of memory in
a virtual memory system, none has proved substantially and consistently better
than the working set (WS) policy [5][7]. This policy assumes that the size and
the membership of the current locality of each running process coincide with
the size and the membership of its current working set. In a paging environ
ment, the working set of a process at virtual time t is the set of pages refer
enced by the process in the interval (t-T,t), where 7* is the working set parame
ter or window size. Not only is the working set of a process to be kept in main
memory in order for the process to be part of the multiprogramming set (i.e., to
be allowed to run), but the loading of a process is made conditional on there be
ing sufficient room in memory for its working set. Furthermore, lack of space to
accommodate the demands of a process whose working set size is growing will
cause one of the processes in main memory to be deactivated and unloaded.

Thus, the WS policy is a local variable-size replacement algorithm that in
corporates memory scheduling and swapping policies as well as a policy for the
automatic control of the multiprogramming level. Its being a variable-size poli
cy, that is, its allowing the resident set size of a process to grow and shrink
dynamically during execution, makes it capable of utilizing memory more
efficiently than any constant-size local policy [9]. The built-in control scheme for
the multiprogramming level prevents thrashing without the addition of external
mechanisms like those required by global replacement policies [6]. The incor
porated scheduling and swapping policies make the design of a crucial part of
the operating system cleaner and easier to understand: the interactions among
all the policies involved are better known and controlled than when each of these
resource management problems is solved in a separate, ad-hoc fashion.

These advantages are unfortunately accompanied by a few drawbacks, the
most notable of which are the cost of implementation and the inability of the
policy to deal with abrupt inter-locality transitions efficiently.

To implement the WS policy in its pure form, the system should keep track
of the virtual time at which each page in main memory has been last referenced,
and eliminate from the resident set (i.e., return to the free pool the page frames
they occupy) those pages whose virtual time since the last reference becomes
longer than T. Even with the advent of VLSI processors, these operations, which
should be performed at each reference, are probably too expensive, or time-
consuming, or both, for a practical implementation of the pure WS policy to be
justified, especially if the current trend towards larger memory demands and
smaller page sizes continues. Only one implementation approximating quite
closely the pure WS policy has been reported in the literature [14].

This problem may be solved by adopting an approximation called the sam
pled working set (SWS) policy [4][16][17][19]; historically, SWS preceded WS,
which was introduced as an idealization of SWS [7]. The SWS policy evaluates the
working set only at sampling instants which are equidistant in virtual time (note
that virtual time may be measured in memory references or instructions exe
cuted rather than in seconds). The most common choice is to make the duration
/ of the sampling interval equal to the window size T. Each page frame in
memory has a use bit which is turned on by the hardware whenever an informa
tion item stored in that frame is referenced. At the beginning of a sampling in
terval, the use bits of all the frames allocated to the running process are reset;
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at the end, only the frames containing pages which have been referenced during
the interval will have their use bit set; these pages are retained in the resident
set of the process throughout the next interval, while the others are expelled
(Le., their frames are returned to the free frame pool). The resident set size of a
process can only decrease at the end of an interval and not during each interval;
the faulted pages do not replace any of the pages in the resident set, but are
stored into frames from the free pool.

The SWS policy is clearly less expensive to implement than the WS policy,
and in general exhibits a performance quite close to that of the latter [15]. Two
inconvenient aspects of SWS are the periodic suspensions of a process* execu
tion and the need for the operating system to scan the use bits of all the pages
in the running process' resident set at every such suspension. It should be not
ed, however, that this overhead is inconvenient in absolute, not in relative
terms, since there are no use-bit-based local variable-size policies with an over
head lower than that of SWS.

A variable-size policy which is also much cheaper to implement than WS is
the page fault frequency (PFF) policy [3]. PFF eliminates pages from the
resident set by examining the use bits only at the time of a page fault; at that
time, pages are expelled only if the previous page fault occurred more than t
time units (or references) before. When a page fault occurs at a distance in time
from the previous fault less than or equal to t, which is the PFF policy parame
ter, the resident set size is increased by one frame and no page is expelled. In
spite of its inexpensive impiementability and of its not requiring in general any
suspensions of process execution besides those due to page faults, the PFF poli
cy has been found to exhibit more anomalies [8] and to be more sensitive to the
value of the policy parameter [lO][ll] than WS. It should be noted that, unlike
WS, PFF does not have the inclusion property [13]; in other words, given two
values r. and r of the policy parameter, with r. < t2, the resident set ofa pro
cess under PFF*with parameter r. is not guaranteed to be included at every vir
tual time instant in the resident set with parameter rz Note also that, though it
is a good approximation of the WS policy from a performance viewpoint, SWS
does not exhibit the inclusion property for all values T„> T„ but only for 7\, >ZTr 8 1 2

The other major problem with the WS policy is due to the fact that no page
ever drops out of the working set (hence, of the resident set) before Tvirtual
time units have elapsed since it was last referenced. During inter-locality transi
tions, the rapid succession of page faults causes the resident set of a process to
swell before the pages of the old locality are expelled, and the sudden peaks of
memory demand may produce unnecessary process deactivations and reactiva
tions, with the corresponding undesirable switching and swapping overheads.

From the dynamic viewpoint, neither SWS nor PFF outperforms WS. Actu
ally, SWS is slightly worse than WS, due to the additional delay it introduces in el
iminating unreferenced pages from the resident set; PFF is substantially worse,
since it does not get rid of any unused pages as long as page faults keep occur
ring at intervals shorter than r. Unused pages tend to be kept in memory by PFF
also when a smaller-locality phase of execution is entered, where no page faults
are generated for a relatively long time; to reduce the negative effects of this
problem, a second parameter may be introduced, which establishes the max
imum interval during which a process may run without its use bits being
scanned.
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The desire to improve the performance of the WS policy during abrupt
riflf™£S jested the introduction of the damped working set (DWS) policy
L18J. DWS can be informally described as an algorithm which reduces by a fixed
factor the window size (hence, the resident set size) whenever the page fault
rate gets larger than a given threshold. This two-parameter policy has proved to
be effective mreducing the peaks of resident set sizes, but is unfortunately as
expensive to implement as the WS policy.

Ideally, one would Uke to have a policy characterized by the WS policy's
performance and controllability (i.e., the possibility of finding values for the poli
cy parameter which will produce near-optimal performance for a large fraction
of the processes executed by an installation), the implementation costs of SWS
(or lower), and the dynamic performance of DWS. This paper presents a new poli
cywhich may be considered a step in the direction of the ideal one we have just
described. *

2. The Variable-Interval Sampled Working Set Policy

The memory management policy to be presented in this section is an SWS-
bJce policy with three parameters, two of which, however, act as bounds and
should be expected to require very infrequent, if any, tuning modifications,
inese two parameters, to be denoted byMand L, respectively, are the minimum
and the maximum durations of the sampling interval. The third parameter is the
number Qof page faults after which the use bits are to be scanned.

The VSWS (Variable-Interval Sampled Working Set) policy canbe more pre
cisely described as follows.

1. If the virtual time since the last scanning of the use bits reaches L, then
suspend the process and scan the use bits.

2. At the Q-th page fault which occurs after the last scanning of the use
bits, (a) if the virtual time elapsed since that scanning operation is less than St.
then wait until the elapsed virtual time reaches Mto suspend the process and
scan the use bits; (b) if the elapsed virtual time is greater than or equal to M,
then scan the use bits while processing the £-th page fault.

Note that, as in SWS, all pages whose use bit is found to be 0 are expelled
from the resident set, and then all use bits are reset.

As mentioned above, the parameter values are to be selected so that most
of the scannings of the use bits ofa process will normally be triggered bythe oc-
ScwonCe °f the ^"th page fault after the last scan (case <2b))- Uke DWS. toeVSWS policy tries to reduce the peak memory demands caused by abrupt inter-
locality transitions under the WS and SWS policies by increasing the sampling
frequency, hence the rate at which unused pages drop out of the resident set,
when the paging rate increases. It is interesting to note that the PFF policy is
based on the opposite philosophy: it only expels unused pages from the resident
set when the virtual time since the last page fault is greater than r. that is, when
the page fault frequency is lower than the threshold corresponding to t. PFF
tries to adjust the size of the resident set according to the fluctuations of a pro
cess' memory demand, assuming that a locality grows and shrinks in size while
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retaining an always active core of essential pages. The model of program
behavior assumed by VSWS is different: according to this model, when a process
references new pages, even with a very low frequency, it is likely to stop re
ferencing a large fraction of the old pages. Thus, the model underlying VSWS as
sumes more dynamic and serial referencing patterns than those assumed by the
PFF model. The VSWS model is certainly a more accurate description of abrupt
inter-locality transitions, where most of the faults usually occur in the execution
of many processes [12], and where some of the worst memory scheduling and al
location problems arise. Note also that, with M~r and Q= 1, VSWS reduces to a
policy very similar (but not identical) to PFF; however, the correct range of M, a
parameter which establishes an upper limit for the sampling frequency, will in
general contain much lower values than those normally considered for r.

The implementation of VSWS, like those of SWS and of PFF, only requires a
use bit for each page frame (note that use bits may be simulated in software, in
troducing a small amount of additional overhead [l]) and a virtual-time interval
timer for each process. Every time a sample is taken, all the use bits of the
frames allotted to the running process are to be examined, as is the case with
SWS. However, the number of process suspensions for use bit scanning purposes
is generally much lower than that which characterizes the SWS policy; if the two
bounds Mand L were never invoked, this number would be exactly zero, since all
scannings would take place at page fault times. When page faults are infrequent,
the sampling rate of VSWS is lower than that of PFF; when, on the other hand,
this is not the case, PFF is likely to require a larger amount of memory space for
a given process.

It should also be noted that VSWS exhibits a partial inclusion property
similar to the one which, as mentioned in Section 1, holds for the SWS policy. A
sufficient condition for the resident set produced byVSWS with parameter Qs to
include at all virtual time instants the resident set with parameter Q is that Qs
^ 2Qj - 1. This result can be proved by observing that the worst case arises
when the (^ - l)-th page fault of a sampling interval underVSWS with parameter
Q2 coincides with the Q'-th page fault of a sampling interval under VSWS with
parameter Q„ Immediately after this page fault, the resident set of VSWS with
parameter Q^ contains all the pages referenced since the (2Q - l)-th most re
cent page fault, while the resident set with parameter Qg contains all the pages
referenced since the £g-th most recent page fault; thus, if the above inequality
is satisfied, the latter resident set will certainly include the former. In this ar
gument, we have assumed that the two executions (with parameters Q and £>
respectively) produce exactly the same page faults. In general, if the above ine
quality is satisfied, the lower value of Q(i.e., Q) will generate more page faults;
furthermore, due to the inclusion property, all the page faults caused by £> will
be page faults also for parameter Q£; thus, the (2£; - l)-th most recent fault will
occur later than the Qg-th most recent fault, thereby making the inclusion con
dition even more easily satisfied. This remark explains why the above condition
is not necessary, but only sufficient. Clearly, the derivation of this result has
been based on the assumption that neither of the two bounds M and L ever
causes any additional process suspension. When this assumption is not satisfied,
the above condition is not even sufficient anymore.

The discussion in this section could be summarized by stating that the
VSWS policy is a variable-size local replacement algorithm which

(a) has about the same performance as WS or SWS;
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(b) has dynamic properties better than those of WS, SWS, and PFF. and
similar to those of DWS;

(c) is less expensive to implement than WS or DWS in their pure forms, hav
ing about the same cost as SWS and PFF; and

(d) causes many less process suspensions than SWS.

Of course, claims (a), (b), and (d) require that appropriate criteria for
comparison be selected, and must be confirmed by suitable experiments. The
criteria, the experiments, and their results are described in the next section.

3. Experimenting withVSWS

The minimum set of policies to be compared with VSWS in order to verify
the validity of the claims made at the end of the previous section clearly con
sists of SWS and DWS. Since the three policies involved were local and of the WS
type, it was felt that uniprogramming experiments would be sufficient for their
comparison. Three program traces were selected for our trace-driven simula
tion experiments: APL, the execution of a program originally written in APL, and
containing 1,642,000 references; WATEX, the execution of a FORTRAN program
translated by a WATFIV compiler, a trace of 1,642,200 references; and WATFIV,
generated by a WATFIV compiler, and consisting of 1,048,599 references. The
page size used to transform these traces into page reference strings was 512
words. Extensive data on the performance of these traces under the WS policy
has been published by Smith [18].

To compare the static performances of the three policies (claim (a)), we
resorted to the three types of diagrams most widely used for this purpose: those
of the mean fault rate vs. the mean memory occupancy, of the mean memory
occupancy vs. the policy parameter, and of the space-time product vs. the poli
cy parameter. Since the parameter of the VSWS policy to be modified (i.e., Q) is
not homogeneous with those of the other two policies, that are window sizes, for
VSWS we plotted the memory occupancy and the space-time product vs. the
mean sampling interval (i.e„ the mean time between successive scannings of the
use bits). The memory occupancy of a process at a certain time was considered
to be equal to the size of its resident set at that time, ignoring the fact that a
page dropped from the resident set is still in main memory, and can be re
claimed, until it is replaced. The dynamic performances of the three policies
(claim (b)) were compared by visual inspection of the memory occupancy vs.
virtual time curves. Some dynamic information was also provided by the di
agrams of the mean page fault rate vs. the maximum memory occupancy. As far
as claim (d) was concerned, the numbers of process suspensions required by
SWS and VSWS were plotted as functions of the mean sampling interval.

Some preliminary experiments were run to determine reasonable values
for the M and L parameters of VSWS. For all the traces, we set M = 500 refer
ences and L = 15,000 references. The choice of the value of M was dictated by
our estimate of the number of instructions the operating system may have to
execute in order to examine all the use bits of a process and to make the ap
propriate changes in the process* page table. To select the value of L, we ob
served that, for very low page fault rates, VSWS degenerates into SWS with a win-
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dow size (and sampling interval) equal to L. Thus, it seems reasonable to choose
for L a value not too far from those values of T beyond which the space-time pro
duct of a process starts increasing. This guarantees that, even during possibly
long periods of very low fault rates, the space-time product will still be in the
neighborhood of its minimum. In all experiments, the multiplicative parameter
of DWS was chosen equal to 0.5.

The three traces produced roughly similar results. Figure 1 displays the
mean fault rate vs. mean and maximum memory occupancy diagrams for
WATEX. While the mean curves are practically indistinguishable, the maximum
curves show that VSWS and DWS are better than SWS, though the differences are
rather small. The results produced by the other traces, especially those for Q >
5, were about the same. Note that some of the values of Qare reported on the
curves for VSWS. The memory occupancy vs. Tcurves for WATFIV are displayed in
Fig.2; those for the other two traces are similar to them. In Fig.2, DWS performs
better than SWS in all respects, while VSWS exhibits an intermediate perfor
mance, closer to that of DWS for small values of T and to that of SWS for.larger
values of T(when Tapproaches 15,000 references, VSWS degenerates into SWS).
It should be noted that for DWS the actual values of the mean window size are
smaller than those reported in Figs.2 and 3, which correspond to the maximum
window sizes used in the corresponding runs under DWS.

The diagrams of the space-time product vs. Tfor WATFIV in Fig.3 show that
DWS achieves smaller memory occupancies at the price of higher fault rates.
The result is a space-(virtual)time product larger than those achieved by the
other two policies, of which VSWS is, by a small margin, the better.

The validity of claim (b), that is, that VSWS has a dynamic performance
comparable to the one of DWS and substantially better than the performance of
SWS, was tested in a large number of experiments. Figures 4, 5, and 6 present
some sample results. In Fig.4, we see the memory occupancy of the APL trace
vs. virtual time for the first 450,000 references, both under SWS and under
VSWS. The window size for SWS has been set equal to the mean sampling interval
of VSWS, whose parameter Qequals 12. As expected, the VSWS curve has lower
peaks and milder ascending slopes. This tends to be the case also for the depres
sions, where the memory occupancy of VSWS is often higher than that of SWS,
and for some of the descending slopes, which VSWS often follows with some delay
with respect to SWS.

The behaviors of the same portion of the APL trace under the three poli
cies to be compared in our experiments, but with a different value of T(the one
given by VSWS with Q= 7), are displayed in Fig.5. VSWS seems in most cases even
more effective than DWS in clipping the memory occupancy waveform, but is
often slower in reducing the resident set size, and tends to keep it at slightly
higher values during the depressions, when page faults are rare. This
phenomenon is more clearly visible in Fig.6, where the portion of the WATEX
trace between reference 420,000 and reference 1,020,000 is used to compare
DWS with VSWS for Q= 5 (T= 13,138references).

To substantiate claim (d), the numbers s of process suspensions required
by VSWS and by SWS have been measured in all experiments. In Fig.7, we have
plotted s vs. Tfor the two policies and the WATFIV trace. The difference between
the two curves is still substantial (i.e., a factor of 2) at T = 10,000, which, for
WATFIV, corresponds to Q= 7.
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If we take all of our results into account, the most convenient range of
values for Qseems to be the one between 5 and 8 for all the traces. Even though
the problem of determining the sensitivity of the policy's performance to the
value of Q has not been directly addressed in our experiments, this observation
suggests that in most installations a value for Q can probably be found such that
most of the processes in the workload will run with nearly-optimum static and
dynamic performance, and a number of suspensions substantially smaller than
under SWS.

4. Conclusions

A new local variable size memory management policy, the variable-interval
sampled working set (VSWS) policy, has been presented. VSWS is a working-set
like algorithm that, in the experiments we have performed, exhibited a static
performance, as measured by all the commonly used indices, very close to that
of the SWS policy, and a dynamic performance noticeably better than that of
SWS. Its implementation requires the type of hardware support needed by SWS
and PFF, which is substantially simpler than that required by WS or by DWS in
their original versions. Another advantage of VSWS over SWS is its generally
lower number of process suspensions for use bit scanning purposes, due to the
fact that most of the scannings take place at page fault times; in the limit, the
number of such suspensions under VSWS could approach that of PFF, which is
zero or (if a bound on the duration of a faultless interval is added as a second
parameter to PFF) very small. Having three parameters instead of one is a
drawback of VSWS, but two of the parameters are actually sampling frequency
bounds and should be expected to be modified much less frequently (especially
If) than the third. Furthermore, our limited experimental investigations seem to
suggest that it may be possible to choose a value for the third parameter, Q,
which will make the performances of most processes close to their optimum
values. In other words, if further, more extensive experimentation will confirm
the validity of these observations, the controllability of VSWS may be found to be
closer to that of WS than to that of PFF.

Most of the performance comparisons between SWS and VSWS in Section 3
have been made for equal values of T, that is, for equal total sampling overheads.
Since the values of the static performance indices produced by the two policies
are quite close (see Figs.2 and 3), their actual total overheads (as measured, for
example, by the respective numbers of times the use bits are scanned during
the execution of a process) should be expected to be roughly the same if the
performance levels achieved are about the same. This ovehead is substantially
lower than that caused by the PFF policy, which scans all the use bits at every
page fault, at least in order to reset them, if not also to determine the pages to
be expelled from the resident set. Thus, SWS and VSWS are the local variable-size
policies, among those known today, with the lowest overhead. The only existing
working-set-like policy with a substantially lower overhead is WSClock [2], which,
however, is a global policy.

Due to the increasing memory demands in a number of important applica
tions, and to the technology-driven trend toward smaller page sizes, the use bit
scanning overhead is bound to become a major characteristic of those memory
policies which base their estimation of the current locality on the information
contained in the use bits. Schemes for reducing the overhead of VSWS or SWS
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will therefore have to be studied and experimented with before local variable-
size policies become really viable alternatives to the global policies adopted in
most current virtual memory systems.
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WflTEX TRACE: VSfoS vs. DWS.
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DWSt IJIND0W:=13138.
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Flg.6. Memory occupancy vs. virtual time for WATEX (references between
420.000 and 1,020.000) under DWS with T = 13.138 and VSWS with £ = 5.
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Rg.7. Number of process suspensions (s) vs. T for WATFIV under SWS and VSWS.
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